Why can't a distribution board get a second glance?
When it pays to reinvent the new.

Presenting Ekinox™, the most advanced, smart and stylish innovation in distribution boards. This sleek and compact range is here to change the way distribution boards are perceived forever. Here, a classy, stylized finish joins modern, sophisticated shades: integrating it perfectly with any interior. Gone are the days when it was a fuddy-duddy piece, hidden in the corner of a wall.
Here's how Ekinox™ reinvented a traditional design.
Why should we always reinvent the old?
Why can't a distribution board help me sleep without worry?
Here’s how Ekinox³ reinvented solutions for diverse spaces

When it comes to safety, nothing is too much. At Legrand, we have raised the bar to an unimaginable level. Ekinox³ has been designed in accordance with EN 61699-3, a stringent safety regulation which stands for maximum reliability and excellent safety potential.
Here’s how **Ekinox**³ reinvented electrical safety

At Legrand, we’ve devised a variety of designs for **Ekinox**³ which are suitable for different kinds of spaces.
Why can’t there be a distribution board for every space?
Why can’t a distribution board be easy to maintain?
Here’s how Ekinox³ reinvented energy distribution

Ekinox³ is an experience unlike any other. Imagine a distribution board built with incredible features which keeps you away from the worry of constantly maintaining it. Ekinox³ is designed to work as beautifully as it looks.
Here's how Ekinox³ reinvented maintenance needs

With Ekinox³, we've pushed best to a better level. While others have designed countless variations of distribution boards, no one has really understood the needs and complexities of projects with variable power requirements.
Why can’t a single range of distribution boards work for all applications?
Why can't installing a distribution board be easier?
True, innovation begins from within. At every possible level on the inside, Ekinox® has been engineered to make the user’s life simpler with its ground-breaking installation features, providing easy and accessible wiring.
Here's how Ekinox³ reinvented functionality

- Sleek and efficient panel assembly system
- Stronger glanding plates to hold the cables
- Visual anti-rotation facility to maintain IP protection
- Plastic caps with a dual advantage of stopper & insulating bracket